
Title: Projectile motion

Purpose: To study projectile motion

Background: Projectiles are defined as object moving:
1. under the force of gravity
2. no propulsion
3. no wings
4. in ideal situations, we ignore air resistance

5. when graphed over time, it creates a parabolic curve of the form y=Ax2

Material:
• Logger pro
• video capture device
• meter stick
• ball
• thrower
• marking cones

Procedure:
1. choose ball
2. setup camera, including meter stick for calibration
3. start camera capture
4. throw ball
5. stop camera, analyze
6. using logger pro, track with dots
7. analyze the graphs

Data:





Observations:
1. Threw the ball into the air, the ball decelerated and reached its highest point, and then
fell down, accelerated and hit the ground.
2. When the ball hit the ground, the ball bounced. Repeat its motion in third times and then
stopped.

Analysis:
1. The ball's motion can be divided into two parts: the ball's ascending and descending.
2. Ascending: Due to the gravity of the Earth, the ball's ascending is a uniformly
decelerated motion. Its speed decreased, when it equal to o, the ball reached its highest
point.
3. Descending: The ball is free fall now. Because of the acceleration due to gravity, the
ball's descending is a uniformly accelerated motion, it reached its biggest speed when it hit
the ground.
4. From the data table, the ball's initial velocity is roughly 2.350m/s at t=2. However, the
data table is not that accurate since according to the graph, the ball's motion is only from
t=2 to t=3.5, the data table does not show all the details between this time interval.
5. From the graph, using the "curve fit" function, there's an equation y=-4.536(+/
-0.08126)t2 + 23.75(+/-0.4386)t - 30.19(+/-0.5853) fit the curve. Since the eqiation of
uniform rectilinear motion is S=Vot + 1/2at2 . Thus, compared these two equations, the
acceleration can be calculated as (-4.536-0.08126)/(1/2)=-9.23, it roughly close to -9.8,
the gravity.
6. When the ball hit the ground, ground gave it an upward velocity, so it bounced up.

Conclusion:
This experiment can be said as success. We observed a parabola from the curve of the ball's
motion.
But there are many aspects can be improved, such as a better camera, the ball has better
elasticity filling with gas instead of the ball used this time.
And the ball should be thrown higher in order to get more data.


